
 

Google Query Function Basics

 

Data in Google Spreadsheet or responses from a Google Form can be organized in a report type sheet 

using the =query() function.  The query function allows the ability to select specific fields or columns, 

to filter for specific information, to sort by any field, to calculate on numeric fields, to group by 

selected fields, and to create pivot tables.  The Google Spreadsheet query is designed to be similar to 

SQL  with few exceptions. it is a subset of  SQL with a few features of its own.  

 

The Syntax of the function is as follows: =query (data, query, headers). 

 

data 

Data can come from a sheet and range separated by a “!” and ended with a “,”. Example: 

=query(Form1!B1:G52, …) or =query(Form1!B:H, …) or =query(‘Form response’!DataRange, …) here 

DataRange is named range. 

 

query 

Query starts with double quotes “ and the keyword select in lowercase followed by the columns to be 

used typed as capitals and separated by commas. =query(Form1!B2:J45, “select B, G, H …)  

 

query options 

There are some basic options that can be used with the select keyword.  

 

Sorting can be done with the order by column statement.  

Example: =query(Form1!B1:G52, “select B, G, F order by G” , …). 

 

Filtering can be done with the where condition statement. The condition can a Boolean 

statement using any of the following condition options. 

● The simple comparison operators are <=, <, >, >=, =, !=, <>. 

● contains - A substring match. whole contains part is true if part is anywhere within 

whole. Example: where name contains 'John' matches 'John', 'John Adams', 'Long John 

Silver' but not 'john adams'. 

● starts with - A prefix match. value starts with prefix is true if prefix is at the beginning 

of value. Examples: where dept starts with 'engineering' matches 'engineering' and 

'engineering managers'. where 'engineering' starts with dept matches 'engineering', 

'eng', and 'e'. 

● ends with - A suffix match. value ends with suffix is true if suffix is at the end of value. 

Example: where 'cowboy' ends with suffix matches 'boy' and 'y'. 

● matches - A (preg) regular expression match. haystack matches needle is true if the 

regular expression in needle matches haystack. Examples: where country matches 

'.*ia' matches India and Nigeria, but not Indiana. Note that this is not a global search, 

so where country matches 'an' will not match 'Canada'. 

● like - A text search that supports two wildcards: %, which matches zero or more 

characters of any kind, and _ (underscore), which matches any one character. This is 

similar to the SQL LIKE operator. Example: where name like fre% matches 'fre', 'fred', 

and 'freddy'. 
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Where Examples: 

where B >= 600 

where G != 'Eng' and E '2005-01-21' < F 

where (C <> 'Eng' and G = true) or (C = 'Sales') or B is null 

Examples: =query(Form1!B1:G52, “select B, G, F where F contains “Alpine” order by G” , …) 

=query(Form1!B1:G52, “select B, G, F where F <> ‘’ order by G” , …)  

 

Headers 

The last option in the query function which follows the second comma is the headers option.  If the 

data has headers in the row you can specify this here how many rows are headers. If there is one row 

of headers the statement would be written with a 1.  

Example: =query(data, “select ….”, 1) 

If there are 2 rows of data headers the statement would be written with a 2. 

Example: =query(data, “select ….”, 2) 

 

References 

There are several other options that can be used in the query function. For a detail reference see the  

https://developers.google.com/chart/interactive/docs/querylanguage 

 

Link to folder with this document and examples. http://goo.gl/HdzcCg then open the “Google 

Spreadsheet Query” folder for all the related documents. 

 

Samples 

Spreadsheet of high schools in Utah. 
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Public School Report 

Query that lists schools, districts, and enrollment for public schools and sorted by district. 

=query(UtahHS!A1:I158, ʺselect  C, B , I where C contains 'District'  order by C, B ʺ, 1) 

 

 

Phone Directory Report 

Query that creates a phone directory sorted by school. 

=query(UtahHS!A1:I158, “select B, D order by B" ,1) 

 

Screenshot from PDF of the Report. 
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